We construct and verify a statistical method to nowcast influenza activity from a time-series of the frequency of reports concerning influenza related topics. Such reports are published electronically by both public health organizations as well as newspapers/media sources, and thus can be harvested easily via web crawlers. Since media reports are timely, whereas reports from public health organization are delayed by at least two weeks, using timely, open-source data to compensate for the lag in "official" reports can be useful. We use morbidity data from networks of sentinel physicians (both the Center of Disease Control's ILINet and France's Sentinelles network) as the gold standard of influenza-like illness (ILI) activity. The time-series of media reports is obtained from HealthMap (http://healthmap.org). We find that the time-series of media reports shows some correlation (≈ 0.5) with ILI activity; further, this can be leveraged into an autoregressive moving average model with exogenous inputs (ARMAX model) to nowcast ILI activity. We find that the ARMAX models have more predictive skill compared to autoregressive (AR) models fitted to ILI data i.e., it is possible to exploit the information content in the open-source data. We also find that when the open-source data are non-informative, the ARMAX models reproduce the performance of AR models. The statistical models are tested on data from the 2009 swine-flu outbreak as well as the mild 2011-2012 influenza season in the U.S.A.
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Introduction
Most national surveillance systems targeted at endemic diseases depend on passive or site surveillance of hospitalizations or monitoring of outpatient clinics. The data are generally collected via a network of physicians, and then compiled into reports by public health authorities. Due to many factors, including poorly funded collection efforts, these reports are not timely -in the best case (for example, the United States' Center for Disease Control, CDC), the reports are delayed by 2 weeks; in poorer countries, the delay is much longer [3] . Consequently, one turns to sources of data that may be outside of the clinical domain, but which can be recorded in a more timely manner. Examples include telephone triage calls [4] , sale of over-the-counter drugs [5] , school/work absenteeism [6] and online activity [7, 8, 9, 10] . Such data is meant to complement traditional surveillance methods, though results with respect to correlation and timeliness have been variable. Even if the signal in one data stream appears no earlier than in traditional surveillance techniques, the ability to collect a data stream (that is a proxy for traditional surveillance methods) in a near-real-time manner can allow early detection and response. The value of "predicting the present" for situations where data for the present may theoretically be available but not be accessible until the future is discussed in [11] .
The use of online activity, as a proxy for disease activity, holds much promise. It operates under the assumption that prevalence of disease activity in a locale would lead to people endeavoring to find information on it, mostly via Web searches, in order to protect themselves or to seek treatment. Since symptoms of influenzalike illness (ILI) are well known, it was hypothesized that the frequency of influenza-themed searches would correlate well with disease activity [9] . This was further corroborated using the 2009 swine-flu outbreak in the USA [7] when the frequency of influenza-related online searches was used to predict ILI activity (as reported by the Center of Disease Control's network of sentinel physicians, ILINet). These predictions proved accurate. The method was also used in Sweden with encouraging results [8] . Further, since ILINet reports are delayed by two weeks, the predictions (strictly, nowcasts) proved very useful for tracking the waxing and waning of the pandemic in the United States. The same approach was tested for dengue in a number of tropical countries over 2003-2010 [12] . Timeliness of web query data is not an issue, and nowadays can simply be downloaded in real-time (from Google Flu [13] and Dengue [14] Trends). The same hypothesis has been applied to Twitter postings, with impressive results [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] .
However, surveillance methods that depend on social media and web searches are applicable only where Internet penetration is large, and where data from the search engine in question is easily accessible (e.g., Google is not the dominant search engine in China or Russia). Further, social media can be affected by sudden panics and rumors. It provides an unfiltered view into human behavior, which be influenced by factors other than disease activity. Reports of disease activity in the news media are less affected by such factors. They are published usually when they are newsworthy i.e., after a degree of fact-checking has been performed, and the outbreak is judged to have outstanding features. Since most media reports nowadays also appear online, this data can also be collected in a timely fashion. Similar reports of outbreaks, often lacking clinical details, are also submitted electronically (sometimes no more than an email) by volunteer networks of health workers to online fora. The potential of such reporting, called event-based biosurveillance (as opposed to tracking the indicators/symptoms of diseases, as is done in syndromic surveillance) is widely recognized and many efforts exist to collect such data [21] . They differ substantially in their details [22] . Most of these system include a web crawler (that fetches the documents) and a sophisticated text processing capability that identifies whether the document pertains to a discussion of a disease, and if so, its details (e.g., dateline of a newspaper article, the actual identity of the disease etc.). The text processing techniques used by these systems have been reviewed in [23] . By and large, these systems, sometimes called Digital Disease Detection (DDD), have been used for situational awareness [24] .
One such system, HealthMap (HM, [2] ), collects and indexes news articles, reports from public health authorities, as well as other sources of event-based outbreak-related data (e.g., ProMed-Mail [25] ). While certainly not as comprehensive a reflection of disease-engendered human activity as Google searches or Twitter, it nevertheless serves as a "report aggregator", and provides a wide view of disease activity. This raises the potential of using HM data in much the same way as Google and Twitter data were used for nowcasting. Such a study has not been attempted to date.
HM data is quite different from Google or Twitter data. The latter is a direct reflection of human activity, some of which might be influenced by disease activity. In contrast, news media reports (which account for the bulk of HM data) are a result of a competition between multiple news reports, many of which may be far more important than disease activity. Since only a limited number of reports are published every day, disease-related reports may be sporadic, even though disease activity may prevail. Thus a time-series of the abundance of disease-related reports may be expected to be very noisy and bear a smaller correlation with a time-series of ILINet reports, as compared to Google searches and tweets. Other differences are more technical. Most newspapers simply reprint articles that are obtained from news agencies like Reuters i.e., articles from different newspapers may be identical and it is unclear whether they should be counted separately or together. Further, while a newspaper report might provide information about a specific outbreak e.g., swine-flu, a separate article may provide context i.e., describe its origins, without much reference to the outbreak. While no doubt germane to the swine-flu outbreak, it is moot if the publication of the article should be considered as a reflection of public interest in the outbreak. Details of how online reports are collected and categorized by HM are in [26] .
In this work, we will explore if HM data can indeed be used for nowcasting. We will evaluate the correlation between time-series of disease-related media reports and ILINet data; we expect this correlation to be smaller than the 90% Pearson correlation coefficients observed for Twitter [17, 18] . We will explore time-series methods, based on autoregressive moving average models with exogenous inputs (ARMAX models), to nowcast disease activity i.e., ILINet data, with HM time-series acting as a guide ("exogenous input"). We will apply this at the country-scale (the US) where both the number of reports and the number of people detected with ILI symptoms may be expected to be large, and proceed down to city levels (New York City) to examine if the predictive skill of the ARMAX model shows substantial degradation. We will examine its performance during this 2009 swine-flu epidemic, when the disease dynamics were pronounced, and during the mild 2011-2012 influenza season, when both disease activity and the public interest in it were modest. Finally, we will consider a case where HM data is misleading i.e., has no correlation, to check the robustness of the model.
Below, in Sec. 2, we review the nowcasting models that use Google and Twitter data and develop the argument for ARMAX models. In Sec. 3, we develop the model, as well as data-smoothing specifications for HM data. In Sec. 4 we apply the model to different outbreaks and evaluate the performance of the model. In Sec. 5, we present our conclusions.
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2 Literature review A review of nowcasting models: Nowcasting of influenza epidemics gained widespread publicity when Google data was used to predict swine-flu dynamics 2 weeks ahead of CDC's ILINet data [7] . The authors modeled P, the percentage of ILI physician visits, as reported by CDC, as a function of Q, the ILI-related search query fraction, as logit(P(t)) = β 0 + β 1 logit(Q(t)) + ε, where ε is an error terms and
The form of the equation can be found in the original version of the paper [7] . Data was collated on a weekly basis. The coefficients β 0 and β 1 were computed by regression. The resulting model was found to have extremely high predictive skill. The challenge in model constructing lay in choosing the set of 45 keywords/phrases that identified whether a search bore any relevance to influenza. Data on influenzarelated searches are now publicly available [13] . Recently, the set of keywords and the model itself was updated [27] . An older publication looked at the predictive capacity of Yahoo! searches containing "influenza" or "flu", but not "bird", "avian", "pandemic", "vaccine", "vaccination" or "shot" [9] . They found that the fraction of such searches s(t) could predict the fraction of cultures testing positive for influenza (c(t)) with the model
where x denotes the lag. The model with a 1-week lag performed best. When a model for mortality, rather than positive cultures, was created (with the same model form), a lag of 5-weeks was seen to be most predictive. In contrast a model of the form
was used in [12] to predict the number of dengue cases with Google query fraction Q. Thus, models have used both raw, logit-transformed and fractions as the dependent or predicted variable while the independent variable has always been a query fraction, with or without lags.
In [19] , Eq. 1 was used to predict ILI activity using Twitter messages, rather than Google searches, as the independent variable. In contrast [17] used fractions without the logit transform, as did [16] . Thus, as in the case of Google searches as the independent variable, there is no consensus on whether a logit-transform is necessary; however, all models regress fractions (or rates) of ILI incidence on fraction of influenza-related Twitter messages.
Exploiting autoregression in the ILI datastream to improve the predictive skill of the resulting model has not been explored in any detail. While ARX models (autoregressive models with exogenous inputs) are quite common in econometrics [11] , their use in nowcasting ILI activity using social media data has only been performed with Twitter as the exogenous datastream [28, 18] . Again, while the technical challenge primarily lay in detecting influenza-related tweets i.e., in text mining, an ARX model was considered. When applied to CDC ILINet data from the 2010-2011 season [18] , it was found that a model that employed 2 weeks of lag in the dependent variable and none in the exogenous one (the fraction of influenza-related tweets, collated on a weekly basis) provided the most predictive skill. Interestingly, the dependent variable was a logit-transformed ILI fraction, whereas an earlier work by the same authors [28] , applied to the tail-end of the swine-flu pandemic in 2009-2010 used ILI fractions i.e., without logit-transforms, and found that autoregression degraded the model's predictive skill. In both their works, the authors examined multiple models, and selected one using cross-validation. The dataset to which they regressed their model for 2009-2010 was small, and the autoregressive coefficients could have been removed due to over-fitting of the data.
A review of ARMAX models: Consider a time-series y i , i = 1 . . . L, which is deemed to be autoregressive (i.e., y i it is correlated with its previous values y i− j , j > 0) as well as correlated to an exogenous time-series x i . In such a case, one may form a ARMAX model of the form
where ε is an error. One imputes multiple values of (M, N, L) and calculates (α i , β j , γ l ), the coefficients in the resultant model, by fitting to the learning-set data. This results in multiple "calibrated" models, the most predictive of which needs to be selected for further use. This may be detected via cross-validation (out-of-sample tests) as performed in [18] or, since the models are fully nested, one may compute various information criterion e.g., Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Generalized Cross Validation (GCV), Portmanteau tests, RICE criterion, Final Predictive Error (FPE) and use them for model selection [29] . Theory on ARMAX models can be found in [30, 31] . Statistical packages, e.g. in R, implement ARMAX models and we will use Dynamic System Evaluation (dse [32] ) for ARMAX modeling in this study.
Model formulation
Selection of modeling variables: In our model, we will use x i = log 10 (x i ), as the independent variable, wherex i is the number of reports (news media, reports published by public health authorities etc) that have appeared during week i, as gathered by HM [2] . This is also referred to as the "exogenous input" (common in ARMAX terminology) as well as "HM data". This includes reports that deal with an influenza outbreak, as well as reports that provide context about the disease. The underlying hypothesis is that reports and reviews about a disease which are published during an outbreak reflect public interest in it, which in turn is proportional to the severity of the outbreak. Thus, for example, if a news article, originally from Reuters, is published verbatim multiple times in various newspapers, it is weighted by the number of times it appears, rather than once.
The exact definition of the dependent variable poses more of a challenge. One could consider y * i = log 10 (ŷ i ) as the dependent variable, whereŷ i is the number (not percentage) of people detected with ILI symptoms during week i, as reported by a network of sentinel physicians. Such data can be downloaded from CDC [1] , as well as its French equivalent, the French GPs Sentinelles network [33] . One could also consider y i , the percentage of people visiting sentinel physicians who show ILI symptoms. This number, even during the swine-flu pandemic of 2009, did not cross 10% in the ILINet datastream. However, the number of patients seen by sentinel physicians can vary by 30%, and the number of data providers vary by a factor of two over a year, suggesting that y i would be a better marker of disease activity thanŷ i . However, it is also clear that due to the small values observed for y i , its variation in time could be sensitive to the dynamics of diseases/symptoms other than ILI, and it is unclear which is a better measure of disease activity. We will first identify what measure of ILI activity should serve as the dependent variable to be modeled. We assume that all ILI symptoms indicate influenza, which is, of course, not strictly true.
In Fig. 1 (left) we plot y i , y * i and x as functions of time. The data was obtained from CDC [1] and pertains to the US as a whole. We start with the first week of 2008 and present data for over 2 years i.e., the data contains the swine-flu pandemic of 2009 (the peak in Week 70-80) and the "normal" influenza season in the winter of 2009-2010 (the peak around Week 90-100). Note that the plot for y * i (blue line) shows that during the swine-flu weeks, the number of ILI patients did not actually cross the levels observed during the 2007-2008 winter influenza season. We see that the total number of patients (not just those with ILI symptoms) visiting the sentinel physicians (red crosses) remained roughly constant on a logarithmic scale, though the number of reporting physicians varied by a factor of 2 (red triangles). The percentage of ILI patients (red line) varied significantly and, from the CDC data, it is clear that it was smaller during the swine-flu outbreak than the preceding influenza season. This is largely a consequence of the expanded reporting during that period that garnered a lot of patients that did not have ILI symptoms. We see that the dynamic range of y i is far larger than that of x i , whereas that of y * i is comparable. In Fig. 1 (right) we plot the scatter plots of y i and y * i versus x i . It reveals that y * i is more correlated to x i , compared to y i ; C(x i , y i ) = 0.534797,C(x i , y * i ) = 0.637895. Further, the x i time-series is a lot more jagged than the y i and y * i series. Since it would be difficult to model a smooth function with a very rough one, it is clear that smoothing the x i series will be necessary.
In keeping with previous literature, we will model y i , and not y * i , since it captures the intensity of disease activity.
Matching spectral contents: We perform a Fourier decomposition of x i as well as y i via a Fast Fourier Transform, and normalize the magnitude of all Fourier coefficients by the largest one. These normalized magnitudes are plotted in Fig. 2 . A smoothing kernel K (i, j) is applied repeatedly to the series x i to obtain i ,
and C is a constant so that the coefficients of the discretized smoothing kernel K (i, j) sum to 1. Thus, we smooth over a band of 5 weeks, distributed symmetrically about Week i. The normalized magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients, after one-, two-and three-applications of the smoothing kernel are also plotted in Fig. 2 . We see that while the unsmoothed time series x i has modes of high frequency with significant magnitude (and hence its rough nature), the high-frequency modes are quickly smoothed out. After three applications of the smoothing kernel, we see that the high-frequency content is essentially removed. We compare the the spectrum of y i and the smoothed x i spectra that are most similar. We will henceforth drop the (s) superscript and use once-smoothed x i in our work. The once-smoothed x i is plotted as the green line in Fig. 1 (left) .
Selecting the HM reports for inclusion in the x i time-series: HM uses a dictionary-based process to classify documents and alerts fetched from the Web. The process automatically tags them as they enter the HM system. HM staff review the disease tags and make corrections when necessary. When a pattern of errors is noted, improvements are made to the dictionary that enable better disease classification. The system tags all articles about seasonal influenza as influenza. During the first year of the H1N1 pandemic, the system often tagged news alerts as H1N1 since the articles were specifically about that subtype. The HM system currently tags over 250 different animal, human, and plant diseases.
The HM news feeds often pull in multiple versions of a similar story. For example, several cities may run articles based on an AP article. While they may include contextual information that is city specific, the heart of the story is identical. The system will automatically file these stories together. The first story that comes into the system is classified as the "primary" while other very similar stories are classified as "duplicates".
The HM system receives a variety of articles and alerts on infectious disease-related topics. When the articles enter the system, they are parsed through a 5-way classifier that tags them as: Breaking, Context, Warning, Old News, or Not Disease Related. Articles with new information about current outbreaks are tagged as Breaking. Stories about policy, vaccine development, or basic research are tagged as Context. Warnings mean cases or an outbreak may be imminent but no outbreak exists currently. Old News covers stories about outbreaks that were old when the article was published; note that a Breaking story never becomes Old News because the tags are assigned relative to the publication date. Not Disease Related is used for such things as tornado outbreaks or "Bieber fever."
In this work, we assume that the total weekly volume of discourse (via the media and on the Web) on a given topic would be indicative of the level of interest, which in turn would be dependent on the severity of the disease in question. Thus, the time-series that we analyze is composed of the sum of the weekly frequency of articles classified as Primary, Duplicates and Context, i.e., we analyze the total weekly volume of reports concerning an outbreak, or information about the disease. of people with ILI symptoms, y i , as reported by ILINet or French Sentinelles physicians, will serve as our dependent variable, to be forecast using once-smoothed time-series of HM data (news and other reports regarding the disease in question), x i . The fitting of the model to data is performed using dse [32] . The maximum values of M = N = L is set to 10 (unless otherwise mentioned) and an ensemble of models are calibrated to the (y i , x i ) data. The models are first checked for stability. The final model is selected by the mechanism in dse which compares AIC, GCV, Portmanteau tests, RICE criterion, and FPE.
In Fig. 3 , we illustrate forecasting using an ARMAX model. We plot y i , from CDC's ILINet [1] , using 78 weeks of data. The time-series data starts on the first week of 2008 and is plotted with red squares. The HM data (plotted as a black line) and y i show a rise around Week 60, corresponding to the 2008-2009 winter influenza outbreak and another rise around Week 70, corresponding to the swine-flu outbreak. The rise in HM data around Week 70 corresponds to reporting on swine-flu. We have shifted the HM plot upwards by 6 for plotting clarity versus the y i plot; x i assumes values in (0, 2) rather than (6, 8) as seen in the plot i.e., one has about a hundred influenza-related reports per week rather than in the millions. The learning set and testing set data are separated by a thick black line.
We construct an ARMAX model with 70 weeks of historical data starting from the point of forecast. Thus for forecasting Weeks 76-78, we use Weeks 6-75. 70 weeks are chosen so that the model, with a maximum lag of 10, has sufficient data for estimating the model coefficients and performing cross-validation tests. Note that when dse constructs the ARMAX model, it does so only with 70 weeks of data i.e, the 70 weeks of data are further partitioned to perform generalized cross-validation tests while choosing between competing models. The prediction of the training data by the ARMAX model is shown with a blue line. The model is then used to predict Weeks 76-78 (diamonds and error bars). The true CDC data is plotted with red triangles. The HM data that serves as an exogenous "signal" for predicting ILINet data beyond Week 75 are plotted with black crosses. It is clear that we have obtained a good prediction; further, the ±3σ error bars are small (compared to the variability in y i seen in the training data) and are thus informative. They are also seen to increase as the forecast horizon increases. While we allowed M, N, and L to vary up to 10, the final, selected model has M = N = L = 4. This also explains why the error bar for the third forecast week (Week 83) is far larger than the rest -the majority of the y i values used by the ARMAX model to predict it are forecasts themselves.
To summarize, we can construct an ARMAX model for y i , using x i as the exogenous input. The size of the training set will depend on the availability of data, but in general we will attempt to have a training period of 70 weeks. The procedure for constructing the ARMAX model creates an ensemble of models and selects one based various metrics described above. The model finally selected is used to forecast y i , the fraction of ILI patients as reported by sentinel physicians, three weeks ahead.
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This page intentionally left blank 16 We will now explore the performance of the model, under various scenarios, to identify its limits of applicability. We will also compare its performance against purely auto-regressive (AR) models, (which does not incorporate HM data), to evaluate the impact of including an exogenous input (HM data) in our predictions.
We start with the 2009 swine-flu pandemic in the United States. In Fig. 4 (top left) , the red line shows the % of patients visiting ILINet physicians (y i ), starting from the first week of 2008, collated on a weekly basis. We see the 2009 pandemic influenza outbreak around Week 70, and a higher peak during the winter of 2009-2010. The impact of the pandemic on online reporting and discussion is seen in the black plot, which is x i , the logarithm (to base 10) of the number of reports on influenza or the pandemic as collected by HM weekly ("HM data"). Between Week 70-80 (April-June, 2009), x i shows a steep rise. The plot has been shifted up by 6 i.e., there were about 100 articles/reports per week discussing influenza and allied topics during the period. We use the information contained in the ILINet and HM data (red & black lines) to perform forecasts at three points in time -Week 81-83, 97-99 and 111-113, as denoted by the thick black lines in the plot. Forecasts are performed for 3 weeks, using the ARMAX model (blue symbols) and an AR model (green symbols), fitted to y i . The data from 70 weeks preceding the forecast dates were used to train and select the models, using the method described in Sec. 3. The ARMAX models used for forecasting Weeks 81-83 had a lag of 3 i.e. M = N = L = 3, whereas those for Weeks 97-99 and Weeks 111-113 had a lag of 2. The corresponding orders for the AR models were 4, 2 and 2. We also attempted to fit an ARMA (autoregressive moving average) and ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) model to y i ; ARMA models were reduced to AR models during the fitting procedure and ARIMA were less accurate. It is clear that for the entire US, predictions using ARMAX have narrower ±3σ error bars, as compared to AR models. Further, when the y i time-series suddenly changes its slope, the mean predictions of the AR model (green triangles) show large errors (and the wrong trend), whereas those of ARMAX are closer to the truth in magnitude and trend. This is a consequence of being guided by the HM data x i which is correlated with y i . Thus, the net impact of assimilating x i while forecasting y i is to reduce predictive uncertainty.
We next consider a case where x i is not a good guide to disease dynamics, and where the y i signal is itself weak. The influenza season during the winter of 2011-2012 displayed such characteristics. We examine the performance of AR and ARMAX models for the Pacific HHS region. This is plotted in Fig. 4 (top right) . The time-series spans 41 weeks, starting from the 40 th week of 2011. We see that y i time-series does not show much structure, whereas x i shows a decline i.e., there is very little correlation between the time-series x i and y i . Further, the % of patients with ILI did not reach 1% throughout the season. In this plot, x i has been shifted up by 0.5 so that the y i and x i lines do not confound each other. We perform forecasts for Weeks 21-23 and 36-38, as indicated by the thick vertical lines. The lags of the selected ARMAX model were 1 and 3 for the two forecasts respectively; the corresponding numbers for the AR models were 1 and 7 respectively. The models were trained on 20 weeks of data preceding the forecasting date.We see that ARMAX (blue)and AR (green) models have similar behavior i.e., the ARMAX model identifies that the exogenous input x i has little to contribute, and reduces to an AR model. Thus we see that the ARMAX model behaves in a predictable manner when the exogenous data proves uninformative.
The Pacific HHS region is rather large, and we next explore the performance of the ARMAX model in the smallest HHS region, New England. The plots are in Fig. 4 (bottom left). Here, the x i time-series has been shifted upwards by 0.25 for plotting clarity. We see the same behavior as in the previous case -x i does not provide any guidance towards disease dynamics, and the ARMAX model reduces to a AR model in performance. The lags for the ARMAX and AR models were 1 in both cases. The same result as the top right figure is seen for New England, which has a smaller population and still fewer reports in the media. The weakness of y i does not seem to have made any impact on the predictive skill of ARMAX. Bottom right: Predictions for New York City, during the swine-flu epidemic. Both the time-series x i and y i have lower numbers and have the potential to be noisy; however, they are strongly correlated. The correlation is detected and exploited by ARMAX models, giving it a far higher predictive skill than the AR model. The short training data does not seem to have adversely affected prediction accuracy, probably due to the strong C(x i , y * i ) correlation. 18
Finally, we probe the behavior of the more complicated ARMAX model, versus AR, when the time-series itself is short (i.e., little training data). We consider the case of New York City, during the 2009 swine-flu outbreak. The data is plotted in Fig. 4 (bottom right). Here, we did not have access to y i and modeling was performed using y * i . The data was obtained from [34] . The data set starts on the 16 th week of 2009. We performed two forecasts, for Weeks 14-15 and 17-18. All the available data before the forecast dates were used to train the ARMAX and AR models. We see that the behavior is similar to the first case (full US, during 2008-2010) where x i was correlated to dependent variable. The net effect of including x i is to reduce the predictive error, due to its correlation with y * i . Since the training set is so short, the maximum lag was limited to 3. The fitted models had lags of 1 and 2 (ARMAX) and 2 (AR, both cases).
Finally, we apply this modeling technique to data from France. We apply this method to the 2008-2010 influenza seasons, which included the swine-flu pandemic. During Week 65-75, we see a quick climb in media activity on influenza-related topics, after which it held steady for 25 weeks before declining. Disease activity, on the other hand, shows no such rise; it climbs steadily from its lows in summer to a maximum in winter (Week 100). Thereafter both media and disease activity declined in a correlated manner. Thus, it seems that the media activity was caused by swine-flu elsewhere and serves as a confounding information source. The challenge, therefore, is to verify if the ARMAX models identify x i as not contributing any useful information, in which case they should perform like AR models. Disease activity data is obtained from [33] . In this case, we do not have information on y i and the modeling is performed using y * i . The data is plotted in Fig. 5 (top) . The red and black lines have their usual meaning. 70 weeks of training data were used for modeling, before producing the forecasts. The results show that the ARMAX and AR models have the same performance, though AR models have larger error bars. Thus, x i is not contributing very much to the predictions. The ARMAX models have lags of 2, whereas the lags in the AR models vary between 3-6. In Fig. 5 (bottom) , we zoom into particular predictions. In Fig. 5 (bottom left), during Week 41-43 and 81-83, the HM and Sentinelles data have very little correlation and ARMAX simply ignores x i ; hence the AR and ARMAX results are similar. In Fig. 5 (bottom right), during Week 119-121, the ARMAX model correctly identifies x i to be informative and uses it. The AR model uses the shallower slope of the weeks before Week 119 and over-predicts the Sentinelles data, whereas as ARMAX follows y * i . During Week 131-133, x i shows an opposing trend (y * i declines and x i rises), leading ARMAX to slightly over-predict y * i whereas AR follows the y * i trend. However, the degradation due to x i is minor. Thus, the ARMAX model behaved correctly in the face of confounding exogenous data; its performance reduced to that of an AR model when necessary. This robustness of ARMAX models has the potential to allow them to be used for forecasting with exogenous data, without explicitly checking for correlation between the predicted and exogenous variables. , though there was a lot of media activity regarding influenza (black line, plotting log-transformed time-series of the number of influenza-related news reports etc. from HM). ARMAX and AR predictions are plotted in blue and green respectively, and are similar i.e., the misleading media data is ignored by ARMAX models. Below (left): During Week 41-43 and 81-83, the HM and Sentinelles data have very little correlation and ARMAX simply ignores x i ; hence the AR and ARMAX results are similar. Below right: During Week 119-121, the ARMAX model correctly identifies x i to be informative and uses it. The AR model uses the shallower slope of the weeks before Week 119 and over-predicts the Sentinelles data, whereas ARMAX follows y * i . During Week 131-133, x i shows an opposing trend (y * i declines and x i rises), leading ARMAX to slightly over-predict y * i whereas AR follows the y * i trend.
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We have developed a method by which open-source reports of disease activity e.g., news media reports, can be used to nowcast influenza activity. This exogenous data was gathered from HealthMap (HM, [2] ). We use a time-series of such reports, collated weekly, to predict reports of ILI activity gathered from sentinel physician networks. The quality of HM reports is far worse (shows smaller correlation with the time-series of ILI activity) than the data obtained from Web searches or Twitter. However, Web searches and social media data are obtained from specific companies e.g., Google and Twitter, and there are countries where their penetration is modest. Further, in poorer countries where the use of exogenous, open-source data would find more use (given poorly funded public health efforts) the Internet itself has a low penetration. Thus while conventional sources of social media data can perform disease nowcasting, they can do so in places where the need is not crucial. Due to good public health reporting, nowcasting/forecasting could, perhaps, be simply performed with auto-regressive moving average models. In contrast to Google and other social media data, news reports, as collected by HM, are quite plentiful even in poorer countries.
The poor quality of HM data does not make it less useful in nowcasting; it is information-rich. However, one requires more sophisticated methods to extract and exploit the information. The models used for nowcasting with Web searches and Twitter postings are simple linear models that exploit the tremendous correlation between social media and disease activity. In contrast, when using HM data, we rely on the autoregressive nature of disease activity and buttress it by assimilating exogenous, HM data. If this data stream is found to be informative, it is assimilated; if not, we fall back on autoregression. This is done naturally and automatically using ARMAX models. We have demonstrated them on disease activity data from the US and France. Some technical details, like the length of the training period for the models were not examined in detail, but we have identified certain lengths that work quite well. We have no reason to believe that the same training periods will not be sufficient when ARMAX models are applied to other countries.
The real nowcasting challenge lies in doing so for poorer countries where public health reporting displays longer lags behind disease activity. In such cases exogenous datastreams assume huge importance. It is likely that the reports that HM gathers will prove insufficient; rather one should use all exogenous data streams, like Web searches, social media activity, syndromic surveillance etc as independent predictors. They can then be assimilated using vectorized ARMAX models [35, 36] . State-space methods, to which ARMAX models can be reduced, have already been used to assimilate two exogenous data streams -humidity and Google Flu Trends -to predict and reconstruct influenza activity in New York City [37] . Thus ARMAX models (alternatively, state-space methods) allow a scalable approach to assimilating diverse opensource data, with a view of nowcasting in regions where conventional sources of public health reports are underdeveloped. In the process of doing so, the sensitivity matrices that the models calculate reveal much about the data-worth of competing open-source information streams.
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